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LOCK-N-LOADPROMOTO TRANSPORT SYSTEM

WARNING: Never use the Lock-N-Load system to haul a bike the product was not designed for.  
The Lock-N-Load PRO is rated for dirt and trail bikes up to 315 lbs.  See all fitment guides to 
ensure the proper size bike is being loaded into this system.  Due to the fact that Risk Racing 
cannot control proper installation, driving habits, or proper use with this product, we DO NOT 
guarantee safety, or insure your bike or vehicle (same situation using tie-down straps).  Be sure 
and inspect your Lock-N-Load before each use.  USE AT YOUR OWN RISK!    

1. With the uprights properly installed in the mounting plate, make sure the jaws are at 
their tallest position and that they are wide enough to roll your bike between them.  Stop 
when the foot pegs hit the extended jaw tubes, or when the jaws are in-line with the foot 
pegs.  

1. Flip the locking switch to the “UP” position.
2. Press down on the jaw.  You will need to compress the bike a little to release the locking 
mechanism.  Once again, weight on the back of your seat can be helpful.  Once the 
locking mechanism has been released, the jaws will spring into the max height position.

3. Make sure the uprights are wide enough to back your bike out, and remove your bike.  

2. If the jaws are not close enough to the mounting point of the foot pegs, slide the jaws closer 
to the bike (Image #3).  You do not want to grab the end of the foot peg.  Always make sure 
the jaws are covering the majority of the foot peg, close to the mounting point on the bike.  

3. Make sure the red locking switch is in the down position.  

4. Step down on the jaw.  The jaw will ratchet into a locked position.  Each bike requires 
a different height to ensure safe and proper transport.  A rule of thumb would be to 
ensure the bike is at least at “race sag” height or compressed slightly more.  The suspen-
sion of the bike should be putting pressure on the jaws.  If the bike does not feel secure, 
compress the jaws to the next depth until the bike feels secure.  

HINT: Sitting or placing your body weight on the seat near the back of the bike will com-
press the rear suspension, making locking the jaws easy.  It is often easier than jumping 
on the foot pegs.    

IMPORTANT: Make sure both pegs are compressed to the same height.  Uneven com-
pression will lead to an unstable bike.  

1. To lock the jaws down, flip the red locking switch down, then press the jaw down.  You 
will hear the ratcheting lock mechanism click.  The jaw will lock in the lowest position that 
it is pressed down to (Image #1).  

2. To unlock the jaws, flip the red locking switch up, then press the jaw down slightly.  This 
will release the locking mechanism and the jaw will spring up to full height (Image #2).  

LOADING & UNLOADING INSTRUCTIONS:  READ INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Bike examples:

Always verify that the Lock-N-Load is mounted properly before use (See opposite side for mounting instructions).

(For smaller bikes, such as 50cc, 65cc, and small trail bikes like KLX 110, See the Lock-N-Load PRO MINI )
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How to lock and unlock the Lock-N-Load PRO...

How to load your bike...

How to unload your bike...

It is best to remove the uprights and store indoors when the Lock-N-Load is not in use
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MAX WEIGHT: 315LBSBIKE SIZE RANGE: 85ccMOTO 450cc 690 Enduro


